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ABSTRACT
We present a comparison of void properties between the standard model of cosmology, � cold
dark matter (�CDM) and two alternative cosmological models with evolving and interacting
dark sectors: a quintessence model (φCDM) and a coupled dark matter–dark energy (CDE)
model. Using N-body simulations of these models, we derive several measures of void statistics
and properties, including distributions of void volume, ellipticity, prolateness and average
density. We find that the volume distribution derived from the CDE simulation deviates from the
volume distribution derived from the �CDM simulation in the present-day universe, suggesting
that the presence of a coupled dark sector could be observable through this statistic. We also
find that the distributions of void ellipticity and prolateness are practically indistinguishable
among the three models over the redshift range z = 0.0–1.0, indicating that simple void shape
statistics are insensitive to small changes in dark sector physics. Interestingly, we find that the
distributions of average void density measured in each of the three simulations are distinct
from each other. In particular, voids on average tend to be emptiest under a quintessence
model, and densest under the �CDM model. Our results suggest that it is the scalar field
present in both alternative models that causes emptier voids to form, while the coupling of the
dark sector mitigates this effect by slowing down the evacuation of matter from voids.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Cosmic voids have recently gained popularity as cosmological
probes (e.g. Sutter et al. 2014b; Cai, Padilla & Li 2015; Pollina
et al. 2016), primarily because these large, underdense regions of
the Universe are only mildly non-linear, experiencing little gravita-
tional evolution compared to other, denser structures that make up
the cosmic web. The statistics of these denser structures, namely
sheets, filaments and knots (which house dark matter haloes), are
frequently used as probes of cosmology, for example, in the use of
the halo mass function (Sutter & Ricker 2008) and the properties
of galaxy cluster gas (Baldi et al. 2010; Carlesi et al. 2014b). The
difficulty with this approach is that the properties and evolution of
overdense regions are typically governed by more than just an un-
derlying cosmology. Complex baryonic physics and coupling due to
non-linear evolution also play a significant role in governing these
structures, which at best complicates the process of distinguish-
ing between baryonic physics and effects due to cosmology, and at
worst may mask the cosmological signature we are searching for.
In contrast, baryonic physics leaves a much smaller imprint on the
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growth of cosmic voids. For this reason, voids are seen as relatively
pristine environments ideal for studying cosmology.

Voids have been used in a variety of cosmological studies, due
to the low-density environment within them, which makes them
particularly sensitive probes of cosmology. These include stud-
ies of the integrated Sachs–Wolfe effect (e.g. Granett, Neyrinck
& Szapudi 2008; Cai et al. 2014; Granett, Kovács & Hawken 2015)
and weak gravitational lensing studies (e.g. Clampitt & Jain 2015).
Voids have also been established as useful probes of dark energy
(e.g. Bos et al. 2012; Pisani et al. 2015), modified gravity theories
(e.g. Clampitt, Cai & Li 2013; Barreira et al. 2015; Cai, Padilla &
Li 2015; Lam et al. 2015; Zivick et al. 2015; Achitouv 2016) and
alternative cosmological models (e.g. Massara et al. 2015; Sutter
et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2015; Pollina et al. 2016), the last of which
will be the focus of this paper.

The � cold dark matter (�CDM) model of cosmology is the stan-
dard model for the Universe. Within this cosmology, the Universe is
spatially flat, and dominated by an invisible dark sector composed
of dark matter and dark energy. Dark matter plays a significant role
in the clustering of baryonic matter and the formation of structure
in the Universe, while a cosmological constant �, or dark energy,
drives the late-time accelerated expansion of the Universe (Riess
et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999).
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The �CDM cosmology is well supported by observational re-
sults. For example, the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB; e.g. Bennett et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration
XXIII 2014b; Planck Collaboration XVI 2016b), features in the
large-scale structure (e.g. Abazajian et al. 2009; Beutler et al. 2012),
baryonic acoustic oscillations (Beutler et al. 2011; Blake et al. 2011;
Anderson et al. 2014), weak lensing (e.g. Heymans et al. 2013;
Kilbinger et al. 2013), cluster abundances (e.g.Vikhlinin et al. 2009;
Rozo et al. 2010), galaxy clustering (e.g. Tegmark et al. 2004; Reid
et al. 2010) and the luminosity–distance relation from Type Ia su-
pernovae (e.g. Kowalski et al. 2008; Conley et al. 2011; Suzuki
et al. 2012) are all consistent with �CDM.

Although �CDM offers a framework for dark matter and dark
energy, it does very little to explain or predict their existence, prop-
erties and behaviour. Instead, we must rely heavily on observations
to pinpoint the properties of the dark sector. Such observations
have supported ‘cold’ dark matter (which has well-motivated can-
didates from theoretical particle physics; see Bertone, Hooper &
Silk 2005; Petraki & Volkas 2013) over more energetic dark mat-
ter (such as hot dark matter that is relativistic at decoupling; e.g.
Ma & Bertschinger 1994; Pogosyan & Starobinsky 1993). There is
strong evidence for (a) non-baryonic elementary dark matter parti-
cle(s), though the exact properties of such (a) particle(s) are poorly
constrained by observations. Dark energy appears to be well char-
acterized by a cosmological constant, �, driving the late-time ac-
celerated expansion and with a measured equation of state given by
w = ρ/p ≈ −1 (Suzuki et al. 2012; Chuang et al. 2016). However,
its origin and nature are not well characterized. Without a more
in-depth framework for the dark sector whose predictions match
observations as well as the standard model, the nature of the dark
sector remains an unsolved problem.

In spite of the excellent consistency between the predictions of
�CDM and observations of the large-scale structure, the standard
model does not appear to be in agreement with observations on
galaxy scales. For example, �CDM predicts many more satellite
galaxies than are observed for galaxies like the Milky Way (Klypin
et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999). While this may be the result of feed-
back processes removing gas from low-mass subhaloes and leav-
ing almost completely dark subhaloes (e.g. Bullock, Kravtsov &
Weinberg 2000; Benson et al. 2002; Nickerson et al. 2011, 2012;
Hopkins et al. 2014; Sawala et al. 2016), the missing satellites may
also indicate the need for more energetic dark matter candidates, or
warm dark matter (e.g. Power 2013; Elahi et al. 2014). Another in-
consistency is the unexplained alignment of satellite galaxies around
the Milky Way (known as the vast polar structure; Pawlowski,
Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa 2012) and Andromeda (known as
the Plane of Satellites; Conn et al. 2013; Ibata et al. 2013). Such
alignments have also been seen beyond the Local Group (e.g. Yang
et al. 2006; Li et al. 2013). Furthermore, the velocities of these
satellite galaxies are significantly more correlated than �CDM pre-
dicts (e.g. Ibata et al. 2014; Gillet et al. 2015), though there is some
evidence that these alignments are not too improbable in �CDM
(Cautun et al. 2015; Sawala et al. 2016).

Within the �CDM framework, the densities of dark matter and
dark energy evolve independently, as different functions of cosmic
time. Dark matter dominated at early times, allowing structure to
form, while dark energy dominates the current epoch, driving the
accelerated expansion of the Universe. However, in spite of their
independence, the two densities coincidentally have similar values
today. This is dubbed the coincidence problem, and its existence
suggests that there may be some interdependence between dark
matter and dark energy, which is currently absent from �CDM

(e.g. Wetterich 1995; Amendola 2000). This has led to the proposal
of alternative models, including models with modifications to gen-
eral relativity (e.g. Starobinsky 1980; Hu & Sawicki 2007; see de
Felice & Tsujikawa 2010 for a review), and models with dynamical
scalar fields, or quintessence models (e.g. Ratra & Peebles 1988;
Wetterich 1988; Armendariz-Picon, Mukhanov & Steinhardt 2001;
see Tsujikawa 2013 for a review).

In dynamical scalar field models, dark energy is assumed to cou-
ple to dark matter (regardless of whether the dark matter is cold
or warm). Dark matter decaying into the scalar dark energy field
results in the late-time accelerated expansion of the Universe. The
coupled dark sector gives rise to dark matter particles that change
with time, and the strength of gravitational interactions between
dark matter particles differs from the corresponding strength of
baryon–baryon and dark matter–baryon interactions. Former stud-
ies into structure formation in coupled versus uncoupled mod-
els have revealed significant differences in the growth functions,
and thus the matter power spectrum, between the models (Li &
Barrow 2011). Differences have also been found in the weak lensing
signature of coupled models (Giocoli et al. 2015; Pace et al. 2015).
Pollina et al. (2016) found that coupled dark energy (CDE) models
have a greater number of large voids in the CDM distribution than
�CDM, which they suggest is the result of a higher normaliza-
tion of linear perturbations at low redshifts in the coupled models.
Sutter et al. (2015) found similar differences in the number of very
large voids between a strongly coupled model (ruled out by obser-
vations; Pettorino et al. 2012) and �CDM, and additionally found
differences in the void density profiles between these cosmologies.
However, Carlesi et al. (2014a,b) found no significant changes in the
cosmic web and halo mass function in coupled models, although
they did discover small differences in the concentration and spin
parameter of small field haloes.

The goal of our study is to further probe the signatures of alterna-
tive cosmological models. We examine void properties in the low-
redshift Universe, determine how they differ among cosmological
models and propose explanations for the signatures found. Further
investigations into void properties and their evolution in a high-
redshift universe will be published in later papers. In Sections 2
and 3, we present the simulations of the standard and alternative
cosmological models, as well as the methods we used to identify
voids in the large-scale structure. Our main results are presented in
Section 4, followed by a discussion and explanation of the results
in Section 5.

2 E VO LV I N G DA R K S E C TO R M O D E L S

We focus on two non-standard cosmological models, both of which
feature dynamic dark sectors: an uncoupled quintessence model
(φCDM) and a coupled dark energy–dark matter model, which will
be referred to as CDE throughout this paper. Both these models
differ from �CDM in that dark energy arises due to the evolution
of a time-dependent scalar field, φ, rather than being characterized
as a cosmological constant. Additionally, the scalar field may be
coupled to dark matter, in general, evolving dark sector models.
The general form of the Lagrangian for the scalar field of such
models (including the two models of interest) is given by

L =
∫ √−g

(
−1

2
∂μ∂μφ + V (φ) + m(φ)ψmψ̄m

)
d4x, (1)

consisting of a kinetic term, a potential term V(φ), which, if chosen
appropriately, gives rise to the late-time accelerated expansion, and
a coupling term that describes the interaction between the scalar
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field and dark matter field (ψm). For our models, we choose a
Ratra–Peebles potential (Ratra & Peebles 1988)

V (φ) = V0φ
−α, (2)

where V0 and α are constants, determined through fits to observa-
tional data, and φ is in Planck units.

2.1 Uncoupled quintessence (φCDM)

The Lagrangian for the scalar field of the uncoupled quintessence
model contains no coupling term (m(φ) = 0), and hence there is no
direct interaction between the scalar field φ and the dark matter field
ψm. However, unlike �CDM, the dark energy density evolves with
time as a result of the inclusion of the scalar field, which, in turn,
alters the expansion history of the universe compared to �CDM.

2.2 Coupled dark energy

The coupling mechanism between the scalar field and the dark
matter field is enabled by choosing a non-zero form of m(φ), also
known as the interaction term. For our CDE model, we choose

m(φ) = m0exp[−β(φ)φ] (3)

for the interaction term, a form that alleviates the coincidence
problem. To simplify things, we choose a constant coupling term,
β(φ) = β0 = 0.05. This coupling enables dark matter particles to
decay into the scalar field. It also results in an additional frictional
force experienced by dark matter particles (but not baryons), lead-
ing to a difference in the evolution of the amplitude of their density
perturbations. This coupling has been found to significantly affect
the fraction of baryons in cluster-sized haloes (Baldi et al. 2010).
Our CDE model differs from �CDM in both the expansion history,
due to the scalar field, and the evolution of the density perturbation
amplitudes, due to the coupling.

3 SI M U L ATI O N S

For our study, we produced simulations of the following three cos-
mologies: a reference �CDM, an uncoupled quintessence model
and a CDE–dark matter model with a coupling parameter β0. Fol-
lowing Elahi et al. (2015), we choose (h, 	m, 	b, σ 8) = (0.67,
0.3175, 0.049, 0.83), ensuring all cosmologies have parameters
consistent with z = 0 �CDM Planck data (Planck Collaboration
XVI 2014a; Planck Collaboration XIII 2016a). The coupling pa-
rameter, β0 = 0.05, in our simulation is chosen to test the boundaries
of allowed coupling (see Pettorino et al. 2012; Xia 2013) in order
to maximize any observational differences that may exist between
this cosmology and the standard �CDM model. The linear power
spectrum and growth factor f ≡ d ln D(a)/d ln a are calculated us-
ing first-order Newtonian perturbation equations and the publicly
available Boltzmann code CMBEASY (Doran 2005). We note that
although these simulations have neglected star formation and feed-
back physics, baryons do not appear to significantly change the void
population. Large underdense regions remain underdense, regard-
less of whether the simulation includes dark matter only, or accounts
for hydrodynamic or full baryonic physics (Paillas et al. 2016).

Initial conditions are generated by perturbing particles placed on
a Cartesian grid with the first-order Zel’Dovich approximation us-
ing a modified version of the publicly available N-GENIC code. The
modified code uses the growth factors calculated by CMBEASY to
correctly calculate the particle displacements in the non-standard
cosmologies. All the simulations are started at z = 100 with the

Table 1. Simulations.

Cosmology Comments

�CDM DM/gas run along with five pure DM runs (mDM = 8.1 ×
1010 h−1 M�), each with different random seeds to study
cosmic variance.

φCDM DM/gas run along with two pure DM runs, each with
different random seeds to study cosmic variance.

CDE DM/gas run only, with β0 = 0.05.

same phases in the density perturbations. Choosing the same initial
phases results in underdense regions forming in the same locations
in all simulations. Each underdense region in a given simulation
has a corresponding underdense region in other simulations (per-
haps with different properties such as density or size, depending on
cosmology). This is the case despite potentially different exact pro-
files of density perturbations between cosmologies with different
power spectra, such as �CDM and CDE.

We use DARK-GADGET, a modified version of the P-GADGET-2 N-
body code (for more details, see Carlesi et al. 2014a). The key
modifications are the inclusion of a separate gravity tree to account
for the additional long-range forces arising from the scalar field, and
an evolving dark matter N-body particle mass that models the decay
of the dark matter density. The code requires the full evolution of
the scalar field φ, the mass of the dark matter N-body particle and
the expansion history.

Our simulations are 500 h−1 Mpc boxes containing 2 × 5123

particles (dark matter and gas) giving a mass resolution of
mdm(mgas) = 6.9(1.3) × 1010 h−1 M�.1 Though the mass resolution
is poor for identifying haloes, this resolution is more than enough
to identify voids. All runs use a gravitational softening length of
1/33 of the interparticle spacing. The set of simulations run is sum-
marized in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows the growth factor evolution, the
evolution of the Hubble constant and the non-linear power spectrum
in the three simulations.

4 VO I D FI N D I N G

Our study focuses on voids in the CDM particle distributions of
our simulations. The method we used to define and identify these
voids is based on the Hessian matrix of second derivatives at each
point, a method that has also been used to identify other large-scale
structures, such as sheets, filaments and knots (e.g. Aragón-Calvo
et al. 2007; Hahn et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2009; Trowland, Lewis
& Bland-Hawthorn 2013). The Hessian matrix is given by

Hαβ (x) = ∂2ρ(x)

∂xα∂xβ

, (4)

which characterizes the curvature of a density field, ρ(x), as a func-
tion of position, x. The eigenvalues of this matrix reveal whether
the local density field around the point x is a local maximum or
minimum, along three orthogonal directions (given by its eigenvec-
tors). If all three eigenvalues are negative, the local density field is
a local maximum, or is knot-like. If only two eigenvalues are neg-
ative, the density field has a local maximum along two orthogonal
axes and a local minimum along the third axis, or is filament-like.
If one eigenvalue is negative, then the density field has a local max-
imum along only one of its axes, or is sheet-like. Finally, if all three

1 The exact masses in the coupled cosmology naturally depend on redshift,
but this is the mass resolution at z = 0, as we fix 	m at this time.
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Figure 1. (a) The evolution of the growth factor, f, as a function of the scalefactor, a, for the �CDM (solid blue), φCDM (dashed green) and CDE (dot–dashed
magenta) simulations. (b) The ratio of the Hubble constant in the φCDM (thick teal) and CDE (thin blue) simulations, H(a), to the Hubble constant in the
�CDM simulation, H�CDM(a), expressed as a function of the scalefactor a. (c) The ratio of the non-linear power spectrum in the φCDM (thick teal) and CDE
(thin blue) simulations, P(k), to the power spectrum in the �CDM simulation, P�CDM(k), expressed as a function of the wavenumber k. To the left-hand side
of the vertical line is the region where the ratios have an error of less than 1 per cent.

eigenvalues are positive, the density field exhibits a local minimum
in all directions, or is void-like.

To find the void regions in the dark matter density field, we di-
vided the simulation up into a regular grid of 500 × 500 × 500
cells, so that each cell was 1 h−1 Mpc in length. The densities of
particles were estimated using a smooth particle hydrodynamics
kernel. These densities were then assigned to the nearest grid cell,
so that an average density for each cell could be calculated. Finally,
these density values were convolved with a Gaussian kernel, with
a scale of 3 h−1 Mpc, to smooth out small-scale fluctuations. Both
the cell length and smoothing scale were chosen to match the visual
classification of structure based on particle positions only. We cal-
culated the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix for each cell, and gave
each of them a classification using the scheme described above. We
then utilized a friends-of-friends algorithm to group neighbouring
void-like cells together, requiring that neighbouring cells be linked
together only if both are void-like cells, or the second is a sheet-like
cell. This results in a single layer of sheet-like cells surrounding and
bounding each group of linked void-like cells, naturally defining a
physical surface with a thickness of 1 h−1 Mpc for our voids. We
also imposed the requirement that each void consists of at least
two void-like cells linked together, with a corresponding volume of
2 h−3 Mpc3. Smaller groups were excluded as voids, as they were
not sufficiently resolved with our chosen cell size.

It is worth noting that our Hessian-based method of void finding is
different from other void finding methods in that it does not assume
any particular shape, nor apply any density criterion, when iden-
tifying voids. There have been numerous methods used to define
and identify voids. Some are based on the velocity field (e.g. VWeb;
Hoffman et al. 2012), but most methods use the density field. ZOnes
Bordering On Voidness (ZOBOV, Neyrinck 2008) and The Void IDen-
tification and Examination toolkit (VIDE, Sutter et al. 2014a) use a
watershed algorithm to define voids and require that voids satisfy
a minimum density criterion. Other density-based algorithms de-
mand that voids be spherical underdensities (e.g. Padilla, Ceccarelli
& Lambas 2005). In contrast to these and several other commonly
used methods, we do not enforce density thresholds when indenti-
fying voids nor do we require voids to have any particular shape. As
we do not apply any density constraints, we can identify voids that
would be ignored by ZOBOV/VIDE. More importantly, not constrain-
ing the shape of voids enables us to find voids that are irregular in

shape. We show an example of such a void in Fig. 2, identified in
the �CDM simulation at z = 0.0.

We find that the smallest voids (of a few h−3 Mpc 3 large) tend to
be more regular (but not necessarily more spheroidal) in shape than
larger voids. Since irregular shapes require more than a few cells
to define, irregularity becomes more probable as voids get larger.
The most likely explanation for this is void merging, with the largest
voids forming as a result of the merger of multiple smaller and more
regular voids. Fig. 2 shows an example of two voids found in the
�CDM simulation using the method described above: one large,
irregular void and one small, regular void.

5 R ESULTS

The three cosmologies were found to contain a very similar number
of voids at z = 0.0; a total of 35 221 voids were found in the �CDM
simulation, compared to 35 701 voids in the φCDM simulation and
34 646 voids in the CDE simulation. The similarity in numbers is
not entirely surprising, since the initial conditions for each simu-
lation contained the same initial density perturbation phases, and
therefore the same initial underdensities. The differences in cosmol-
ogy, which govern the initial amplitudes and the evolution of these
underdensities, have resulted in a difference of only a few hundred
voids.

In this section, we will discuss the differences in the volume
distribution, shape distribution and average density distribution of
voids occurring in the three simulations across the low-redshift
universe, spanning z = 0.0, 0.6 and 1.0. We will also discuss whether
any of these differences could be used to observationally distinguish
among the cosmologies, and hence differing dark sector physics.

5.1 Volume distribution

A probability density function (PDF) to quantify the probability
of finding a void of a specific volume was calculated for each
simulation at multiple redshifts. We define the PDF so that the
probability of finding a void of a given volume is the value of the
PDF at that volume. We chose to use a PDF to quantify the void size
distribution because it is independent of the total number of voids
we found, and hence the size of the simulation box. The number of
voids of a given volume within a region of space can be calculated
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Figure 2. An example of a void of volume 1899 h−3 Mpc3 (left-hand panel) and a void of volume 59 h−3 Mpc3 (right-hand panel) found in the �CDM
simulation at z = 0.0, using the Hessian-based method. Both voids are depicted using the 1 h−1 Mpc thick boundary sheet layer; hence, they appear slightly
larger than their volumes (which are calculated using void-like cells only) suggest. For clarity, only the x- and y-axes are shown. The z-axis points out of the
page.

by multiplying the PDF by the total number of voids we find (or
expect to find) in that region of space, and reading off the value of
the function at the given volume.

We defined the volume of a void to be the number of 1 h−3 Mpc3

void-like cells that comprise it, excluding the sheet-like cells that
make up the boundary layer. To find the appropriate PDF, we plotted
the number of voids found at each integer volume. The shape of this
distribution showed a power-law dependence on volume for small
voids, before falling more drastically with volume for larger voids,
indicating that the underlying PDF has the same dependence. We
do not attempt to follow the full excursion set formalism (e.g. Sheth
& van de Weygaert 2004), but instead appeal to it for the rough
functional form of our PDF, given by

f (V ) = 1

V0�(1 − α)
(V /V0)−αexp(−V /V0), (5)

where V (h−3 Mpc3) is the void volume, α is the power-law slope, V0

is the characteristic volume that defines the position of the turnover
and �(1 − α) is simply the gamma function evaluated at 1 − α:

�(1 − α) =
∫ ∞

0
x−αe−xdx. (6)

Using a Metropolis–Hastings based Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithm via the open source EMCEE package (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2013), we obtained the best-fitting values and their
uncertainties for the parameters α and V0. These values were ob-
tained for the volume PDFs at z = 0.0, 0.6 and 1.0, for each of the
three cosmological models, and are shown in Table 2. An example
of a triangle plot obtained for the fit of the �CDM volume PDF
at z = 0.0 is presented in Fig. 3, while the corresponding best fit
distributions are shown in Fig. 4.

In each of the redshift snapshots, the PDFs for the three cos-
mologies show remarkable similarity over the volume range. The
1σ uncertainties on their fit parameters reveal that the curves are
consistent with each other over a large range of volumes. However,
as Fig. 3 shows, these fits are partially correlated, meaning that the
best-fitting values and uncertainties obtained may not reflect the true
parameter distribution. To determine if the PDFs are truly indistin-
guishable from each other, we performed a bootstrapping analysis
on the distribution of values that were sampled during the fitting

Table 2. The best-fitting values (including 1σ errors) for the volume PDF
parameters, α and V0. The values for three redshifts are shown for each
cosmology.

Cosmology Parameters z = 0.0 z = 0.6 z = 1.0

�CDM α 0.474 ± 0.003 0.442 ± 0.003 0.423 ± 0.003
V0 717.1+6.8

−6.9 598.3+5.4
−5.3 540.0+4.7

−4.7

φCDM α 0.476 ± 0.003 0.445 ± 0.003 0.427 ± 0.003
V0 716.2+6.9

−6.9 602.8+5.5
−5.4 543.2+4.8

−4.7

CDE α 0.477 ± 0.003 0.441 ± 0.003 0.424 ± 0.003
V0 731.7+7.1

−7.1 599.0+5.5
−5.3 540.6+4.7

−4.6

Figure 3. Triangle plot showing the sampled parameter distribution for the
�CDM volume PDF at z = 0.0.
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Figure 4. The void volume PDFs at multiple redshifts for the �CDM (black solid), the φCDM (cyan dashed) and the CDE (magenta dot–dashed) simulations.

Figure 5. The median ratios of the volume PDFs: φCDM/�CDM (solid line), CDE/�CDM (dashed line) and CDE/φCDM (dot–dashed line). The shaded
regions show the range covered by the 16th–84th percentiles of the ratio distributions, with the φCDM/�CDM region indicated by diagonal lines, the
CDE/�CDM region indicated by horizontal lines and the CDE/φCDM region indicated by dots. The black dotted horizontal line indicates a ratio of 1.

process. This involved taking a subsample of parameter values from
the values that were sampled during the fitting, determining the cor-
responding PDFs from these subsamples, then calculating the ratios
between PDFs of different models, thus producing a distribution of
PDF ratios for each pair of models. We used 5000 subsamples to
produce the PDF ratio distributions for each pair of models, which
our convergence analysis showed would sufficiently represent the
full ratio distributions. These distributions are represented in Fig. 5,
which shows both the medians and the ranges covered by the 16th–
84th percentiles of the ratio distributions. The median ratios are
shown by the solid lines, while the interquartile ranges are rep-
resented by the shaded regions. As the ratio distributions are not
Gaussian, we avoid using the 1σ uncertainty, and instead use the
16th–84th percentile range (which covers the same percentile range
as 1σ ) to represent the uncertainty in the median ratios. The increase
in the spread of this range that we see towards high volumes may
be attributed to small number counts for large voids, which means
the shape of the PDF in this region is less constrained.

The PDF ratios at z = 0.6 and 1.0 all tend to be consistent with
a ratio of 1. The highest median ratio is ≈1.1 (between φCDM

and �CDM), the lowest median ratio is ≈0.93 (between CDE and
φCDM) and the corresponding interquartile ranges all safely over-
lap with a ratio of unity. The ratio distributions between the CDE and
the �CDM PDFs are the most consistent with 1; hence, we would
expect to see very little difference in void abundance across all
volumes between these cosmological models. Though the medians
do show a greater deviation from unity at higher volumes between
φCDM and �CDM, suggesting that, on average, we should expect
to see more voids with volumes of the order of ∼103 h−3 Mpc3

in a φCDM than in a �CDM cosmology at these redshifts; the
differences are unlikely to be distinguishable, especially given
the considerable overlap with a ratio of unity in these distributions.
The void abundance PDFs at these redshifts are therefore unlikely
to be useful as probes of cosmology.

However, there is a large range of volumes at z = 0.0, where
the CDE PDF deviates from the other two PDFs. The deviation
from �CDM and φCDM starts at V ≈ 700 and ≈880 h−3 Mpc3,
respectively, and increases with volume. More than half of the ratios
in the CDE:�CDM and the CDE:φCDM ratio distributions are
greater than 1. At volumes greater than V ≈ 7 × 103 h−3 Mpc3,
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more than half the ratios are greater than 1.1. Additionally, we
can reasonably expect to see at least 10 per cent more voids with
volumes of ≈4 × 103 h−3 Mpc3 in a CDE universe than a �CDM
or a φCDM universe, and this excess increases with volume. On the
other hand, the distribution of ratios between the φCDM and �CDM
PDFs clearly shows that the void abundance in these cosmologies
would be practically indistinguishable.

Finally, the PDFs all evolve slowly with redshift. We note that V0

increases with redshift for all cosmologies (with a significance of
many σ ), corresponding to an increase in the volume at which the
turnover occurs. This is not entirely surprising, as we expect smaller
voids to expand or merge to form larger voids, which would push the
turnover out to larger volumes. The power-law index, α, also slightly
increases with redshift, which corresponds to a slight increase in
the steepness of the power law. However, as both parameters are
correlated (Fig. 3), the change we observe in α may simply reflect
the change in V0 from z = 1.0 to 0.0. The similarity in power-
law slope across redshifts is consistent with excursion set-based
void abundance predictions that do not show a large power-law
dependence on redshift (Jennings et al. 2013).

5.2 Shapes

Voids are often assumed to be roughly spherical, for example, dur-
ing the void-finding process (as in Padilla et al. 2005), and in the
construction of density profiles as a function of radius from the void
centre (Hamaus, Sutter & Wandelt 2014). However, our simulations
suggest that voids can be quite irregular in shape (see e.g. Fig. 2),
and are better approximated by ellipsoids than spheroids, especially
for the smaller, unmerged voids. We define the ellipticity of a void
(or deviation from a perfect sphere), e, to be

e = 1

4

c2 − a2

a2 + b2 + c2
, (7)

where a, b and c are the three axes that define the ellipsoid, with c
being the longest and a being the shortest. This definition is identical
to the definition given by Nadathur (2016), except that we express
e in terms of the three ellipsoid axes, rather than eigenvalues of the
inertia tensor. With this definition, a perfect sphere has an ellipticity
of zero. The greater the value of e, the greater the deviation from a
perfect sphere.

Ellipsoids can be either prolate (more elongated along one axis)
or oblate (more elongated along two axes). To quantify this variation
in shape, we define the prolateness, p, to be

p = 1

4

(b2 − a2) + (b2 − c2)

a2 + b2 + c2
. (8)

Again, this definition is identical to that given by Nadathur (2016). A
negative value of p indicates elongation along one axis relative to the
other two (prolate), whereas a positive value of p indicates relative
elongation along two axes compared to the third axis (oblate). A
prolateness of zero indicates that the ratio between the shortest axes
and the longest axes is comparable, meaning that the shape is neither
prolate nor oblate.

We calculated the ellipticities and prolateness of the voids in
each of the three simulations, by calculating the eigenvalues of the
moment tensor for each void, given by

Mab =
∑

i

(
xa

i − Xa
) (

xb
i − Xb

)
, (9)

where i denotes the sheet-like cells that comprise the boundary layer
of the void, xa

i and xb
i denote the a-coordinate and b-coordinate of

the ith boundary layer cell, respectively, and Xa and Xb are the
a-coordinate and b-coordinate of the barycentre of the void, respec-
tively, with both a and b representing the x-, y- and z-axes. The
eigenvalues of this tensor (e1, e2, e3) correspond to a third of the
square of the axes of the ellipsoid that best approximates the shape
of the void:

e1 = a2

3
, e2 = b2

3
, e3 = c2

3
. (10)

From these eigenvalues, we calculated the length of the ellipsoid
axes, and thus the ellipiticities and the prolateness of each void.
We note that we included only voids of size greater than or equal
to 10 cells (equivalent to 10 h−3 Mpc3 in volume) in this analysis,
since voids smaller than this do not have resolved shapes. Fig. 6
shows the resulting distributions of prolateness versus ellipticity
for the voids in �CDM, φCDM and CDE at z = 0.0, 0.6 and 1.0.
The distributions are all peaked at (e, p) = (0.10, −0.05), with
25th and 75th percentiles occurring at (e, p) = (0.08, −0.09) and
(0.13, −0.02), respectively, consistent with the results derived in
Nadathur (2016) for voids in the SDSS-III BOSS Data Release 11
(Alam et al. 2015). There is no significant difference among the
cosmologies in the distribution of ellipticities or prolateness, with
the most common void shape across all three cosmologies being
slightly prolate.

As mentioned in Section 4, the largest voids can be very irregular
due to their formation through the merger of smaller voids. Interest-
ingly, the irregularity of large voids does not automatically translate
to a noticeable deviation from an approximate spheroid, which is
clear from the distribution of void size versus ellipticity in Fig. 7. In
fact, the smaller voids tend to exhibit a greater spread in ellipticity
than the larger voids. This result is consistent with previous studies
into the spherical evolution of voids, which found that the largest
voids are better approximated by a spherical model than the small-
est voids (e.g. Achitouv, Neyrinck & Paranjape 2015; Demchenko
et al. 2016). A likely reason for this is that there are many more
ways to merge smaller voids to form a lower ellipticity void than a
high-ellipticity void, and hence a greater number of approximately
spheroidal large voids form than approximately ellipsoidal large
voids.

5.3 Densities

For each simulation and at multiple redshifts, we calculated a PDF
to quantify the probability of finding a void of a specific average
density. The average density for each void was calculated by taking
the average of the smoothed densities of each cell in a void (ex-
cluding the boundary layer of sheet-like cells), which we calculated
during the cell classification process. We found that the best-fitting
function for the underlying PDF governing the distribution of aver-
age void densities was a skewed Gaussian distribution, defined as a
function of the base 10 logarithm of the void density, given by

p(t) = 1√
2π

e−t2/2

[
1 + erf

(
αt√

2

)]
, (11)

where α is the skewness parameter and t ≡ (x − μ)/σ , with μ and
σ , respectively, denoting the mean and the standard deviation of the
corresponding Gaussian. Again, we used a Metropolis-Hastings
based MCMC-fitting algorithm to obtain the best-fitting values
for these parameters, which are summarized in Table 3. The tri-
angle plot obtained for the fit of the �CDM density PDF at z = 0.0
is presented in Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the shapes of the PDFs with
these parameter values, highlighting the differences in the average
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Figure 6. Distribution of void ellipticity versus prolateness in �CDM (top row), φCDM (middle row) and CDE (bottom row), for z = 0.0, 0.6 and 1.0. The
horizontal black dashed line represents a prolateness of zero. The p = e line represents the limiting case where the two shortest sides are equal in length (i.e.
a = b), while the p = −e line denotes the limiting case where the two longest sides are equal in length (i.e. b = c).

Figure 7. Relationship between void size and ellipticity for �CDM at z = 0.
The distribution shows that the smallest voids tend to have a larger spread
of ellipticities than the larger voids.

void density distribution among the three cosmological simulations
at z = 0.0, 0.6 and 1.0. The spherical threshold, which denotes
the maximum density defined for voids predicted by excursion
set theory, is given by �v = −0.8 for �CDM, or equivalently
log10(ρ/ρcrit) = −1.27 in the units chosen for Fig. 9. It is clear from
the figures that the vast majority of our voids in all three simulations
have average densities below this threshold.

Figure 8. Triangle plot showing the sampled parameter distribution for the
�CDM density PDF at z = 0.0.
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Table 3. The best-fitting values (including 1σ errors) for the skewed Gaus-
sian parameters, μ, σ and α. The values for three redshifts are shown for
each cosmology.

Cosmology Parameters z = 0.0 z = 0.6 z = 1.0

�CDM μ −2.208 ± 0.001 −2.071 ± 0.001 −1.991 ± 0.001
σ 0.260 ± 0.001 0.226 ± 0.001 0.205 ± 0.001
α 2.600+0.044

−0.001 2.415+0.039
−0.001 2.256+0.036

−0.001

φCDM μ −2.251 ± 0.001 −2.113 ± 0.001 −2.033 ± 0.001
σ 0.272 ± 0.001 0.237 ± 0.001 0.217 ± 0.001
α 2.715+0.046

−0.001 2.493+0.041
−0.001 2.368+0.037

−0.001

CDE μ −2.246 ± 0.001 −2.092 ± 0.001 −2.010 ± 0.001
σ 0.270 ± 0.001 0.232 ± 0.001 0.210 ± 0.001
α 2.700+0.047

−0.001 2.474+0.041
−0.001 2.295+0.036

−0.001

To show the differences among the simulations more rigorously,
we once again subsampled the parameter distributions from the
fitting process, and used the subsamples to calculate corresponding
distributions of PDF ratios. As before, our convergence analysis

showed that 5000 subsamples sufficiently represent the full ratio
distributions. Fig. 10 shows the median of these PDF ratios, along
with the 16th and 84th percentiles, for z = 0.0, 0.6 and 1.0.

It is clear from Figs 9 and 10 that the PDFs are almost all distinct
from one another for all three redshifts. At z = 0.6 and 1.0, the
�CDM PDF has the highest density peak, while the φCDM PDF
has the lowest. This indicates that on average, the voids in both
φCDM and CDE cosmologies are slightly emptier than the voids in
a �CDM cosmology. This is also seen at z = 0.0, where the φCDM
and CDE PDFs appear to have converged, while �CDM remains
distinct. The PDF peaks (characterized by μ) also shift towards
lower densities as the simulations evolve from z = 1.0 to 0.0, while
their spread (given by σ ) and skewness towards the lower density
region (given by α) generally increases. This suggests that voids,
on average, become emptier with time, as expected, since matter
continuously evacuates out of voids as it accumulates on to higher
density structures. The deviations from a ratio of 1 at low densities
is due to the ratios of small numbers, since the corresponding PDF

Figure 9. Probability distribution functions for the base 10 logarithm of the average void density in the �CDM (solid blue), φCDM (dashed green) and CDE
(orange dot–dashed) cosmological simulations at z = 0.0, 0.6 and 1.0, in units of the critical density. The �CDM spherical threshold corresponds to a vertical
line at log10(ρ/ρcrit) = −1.27.

Figure 10. The median ratios of the density PDFs: φCDM/�CDM (solid line), CDE/�CDM (dashed line) and CDE/φCDM (dot–dashed line). The shaded
regions show the range covered by the 16th–84th percentiles of the ratio distributions, with φCDM/�CDM in dark blue (or dark grey in black-and-white print),
CDE/�CDM in green (or medium grey) and CDE/φCDM in yellow (or light grey). A ratio of unity is shown by the black dotted horizontal line.
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values drop off to zero at slightly different rates. The exact shape of
drop-offs is unlikely to be well characterized though, due to small
number statistics in this region. For this reason, the deviations at the
lowest densities are unlikely to be useful in distinguishing among
cosmological models.

6 D ISCUSSION

Our simulations show that changes in expansion history and the
presence of coupling in the dark sector alter the void size distri-
bution at z = 0.0, as well as the average density of voids across
z = 0.0–1.0. However, these differences in dark sector physics do
not alter the void ellipticity or prolateness distribution at any red-
shift, nor do they affect the void size distribution at z = 0.6–1.0.
Given that our simulations differ from each other primarily in the
effects of the underlying cosmology, the differences we see among
void properties are significant and can be confidently attributed to
differences in the underlying model (and hence dark sector physics).
We may view these differences as imprints or signatures of dark
sector physics on the cosmic web, and use them to observation-
ally constrain the properties of the dark sector. The most promising
signature we have found is the potential for the average void den-
sity distributions to distinguish between the standard cosmological
model and the evolving dark sector models.

6.1 Volume distribution

The median ratio between φCDM and �CDM is much more con-
sistent with unity at z = 0.0 than at the higher redshifts, po-
tentially signalling greater discrepancies with increasing redshift.
At z = 0.6–1.0, the ratio reaches ≈1.05 at volumes of around
≈5 × 103 h−3 Mpc3, and continues to rise with volume. Though
these ratios only show a small deviation from unity at low redshifts,
they hint at the existence of greater discrepancies between φCDM
and �CDM at redshifts greater than z = 1.0. However, to determine
whether this is the case, the same analysis must be conducted on
simulation snapshots at a range of redshifts greater than z = 1.0,
which will be covered in a follow-up study (Adermann et al., in
preparation).

The lack of significant differences between the void volume dis-
tributions of φCDM and �CDM suggests that for our particular
form of φCDM, the scalar field does not leave a strong imprint on
the abundance of voids in the universe at late times. The specific
form of φCDM we chose exhibits only small changes in the expan-
sion history compared to �CDM, with the greatest deviation corre-
sponding to a Hubble parameter approximately 1.02 times greater
than in the �CDM model, occurring at late times (see Fig. 1). This
deviation may have been too small to affect the volume distribution
significantly, or the change may have occurred too late in the forma-
tion of each void for their sizes to be significantly influenced. This
is especially important to consider if final void sizes are most heav-
ily influenced by conditions early in the process of void formation.
For our φCDM model, the final void sizes appear to be dominated
by the initial density perturbations and gravity, and only minimally
influenced by expansion history, or, equivalently, the scalar field.
As there are multiple realizations of a φCDM universe, these results
do not rule out more visible signatures on void abundance under
φCDM models with different forms of the potential V(φ).

Our results also show that the CDE model leaves an imprint on
the void size distribution at z = 0.0, while φCDM is indistinguish-
able from �CDM at the same redshift. Therefore, it is the coupling

between the scalar field and dark matter that affects most the abun-
dance of voids in the universe today, rather than the presence of
the scalar field in place of a cosmological constant. For our specific
models, the coupling results in an increase in the abundance of voids
with V ∼ 103 h−3 Mpc3. Interestingly, the effect of the coupling is
apparent only at z = 0.0. At higher redshifts, its effect is much less
noticeable.

These results are partially consistent with the results obtained by
Sutter et al. (2015), who found an increased number of large voids
in their coupled dark sector model compared to �CDM, at z = 0.
However, the excess they show in void abundance occurs at larger
volumes than indicated by our results. While our results show a
greater void abundance for voids of the order of ∼103 h−3 Mpc3,
their results show a consistency in the abundance of voids of this size
between �CDM and CDE, with the excess starting at effective radii
of >25–30 h−1 Mpc, corresponding to volumes of ∼104 h−3 Mpc3.
It is worth noting that the coupled model used in this study is
governed by the same Lagrangian as ours, apart from the use of a
greater coupling constant (CDE with β = 0.099; for model specifics,
see Sutter et al. 2015).

Sutter et al. (2015) suggest that the reason for the excess is the
thinning of void walls when moving from the standard to the coupled
dark sector models. Smaller voids in the �CDM cosmology may
then be identified as a single larger, merged void in the coupled
dark sector cosmology. In our early analyses of the differences
in voids between our �CDM and φCDM models (at z = 0.0) in
50 h−1 Mpc and 2 × 1283 particle simulations, we discovered that
some of the largest voids in the φCDM model correspond to two or
three smaller voids in the �CDM model that had been merged in
the φCDM model, consistent with Sutter et al.’s (2015) suggestion.
This suggests that thinning of void walls may be linked to the scalar
field, which is present in both the φCDM and CDE models, in
addition to its coupling to dark matter.

However, this effect is not significant in our current results,
when we applied the same analyses to the larger 500 h−1 Mpc
and 2 × 10243 particle simulations. Despite the evidence for wall
thinning and merging in the smaller simulations, the larger φCDM
simulation does not predict a significant excess in large voids com-
pared to �CDM at z = 0.0, which suggests that though it may occur,
wall thinning may not be drastic enough to cause most neighbour-
ing voids to merge. On the other hand, the relative excess in larger
voids between CDE and �CDM is consistent with more significant
wall thinning occurring between voids, as found by Sutter et al.
(2015). This suggests that the coupling to dark matter by the scalar
field has a much more noticeable effect on wall thinning than the
scalar field on its own. This might be expected as the additional
effective drag acting between baryonic matter and dark matter due
to the coupling would potentially slow down the evacuating matter,
leaving less material to accumulate on to the void walls.

Despite the similarities in cosmological models used by Sutter
et al. (2015), there is an interesting difference between their results
and ours, namely the volume range at which CDE produces an
excess of voids relative to �CDM. We find the excess to be statisti-
cally significant but not especially large (up to ≈1.3 times as many
as �CDM), whereas Sutter et al. (2015) find several times as many
voids in their CDE model than in their �CDM model. There are a
number of reasons for this. First, Sutter et al. (2015) use a stronger
coupling strength (β = 0.099 compared to our value of β = 0.05).
It seems likely that the excess (both amplitude and range) depends
on the coupling, though we cannot say for certain without a larger
parameter space studied. Increasing coupling leads to an increased
drag force, which, in turn, results in thinner void walls. Thinner
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walls increase void merger rates and artificial merging of voids by
void finders, thereby creating a greater discrepancy between CDE
and �CDM. Without detailed tracking of void evolution, as was
done in Sutter et al. (2014b), this explanation remains untested.
In future studies, we will follow the methodology of Sutter et al.
(2014b) and produce void merger trees akin to halo merger trees.

There are also a few potential reasons for the differences between
their results and ours that do not imply a physical origin: the sim-
ulation volumes differ (theirs was eighth the volume of ours, with
higher mass resolution), and they used a watershed-based algorithm
(VIDE) to identify voids in their simulations (biases in void-finding
techniques remain to be thoroughly catalogued). Although differ-
ences in mass resolution result in differences in the density field,
at large scales, the low-density regions that correspond to voids
are generally well converged and independent of resolution. Small
scales, and hence small voids, are more affected by resolution, but
they are unlikely to be a major cause of the differences because
we are neglecting the smallest, unresolved voids from our analyses.
Differences could also arise due to the use of other criteria in their
void finding that we did not impose, such as a density and size cri-
terion, as well as the use of different smoothing scales to calculate
densities. However, these should not alter the void-finding results
significantly because imposing other criteria should only affect a
small population of the densest and smallest voids, while using dif-
ferent smoothing scales will affect only voids that are in the process
of merging. Thus, we believe that the physical origin, namely the
coupling strengths, remains the most reasonable explanation and
primary reason for the difference.

Our results are generally consistent with the results obtained by
Pollina et al. (2016), who also found an excess of large cosmic
voids in their coupled dark sector model compared to �CDM, over
the redshift range z = 0.00–1.00 (for more details on their coupled
model, see Pollina et al. 2016). As with our results, this excess
increases with void size. However, the excess was found to steadily
increase with decreasing redshift, whereas our results show a more
sudden increase at z = 0.0. Furthermore, the distributions they derive
do not decrease with increasing size, but rather peak at effective
radii of roughly 20–30 h−1 Mpc. The range of void sizes they find
includes voids with effective radii up to ≈40 h−1 Mpc in size, while
the largest voids in our simulations were only ≈104 h−3 Mpc3.

The use of different CDE models may account for the discrep-
ancies we observe; Pollina et al. (2016) apply an exponential form
for the potential governing the scalar field (V(φ) = Aexp( − αφ)),
as well as a much greater coupling strength (β = 0.15). Greater
coupling, in addition to a different expansion history, may lead to
a stronger signature at higher redshifts than z = 0.0, accounting
for the differences in when the signature starts showing up. The
inconsistency in void sizes is likely to be the result of using differ-
ent void-finding methods. Pollina et al. (2016) use the same void
finder as Sutter et al. (2015), who also find voids with much larger
sizes than we find. The watershed-based algorithm appears to iden-
tify much larger voids than our density-based method. In addition,
Pollina et al. (2016) apply additional cuts based on density contrast,
which we do not apply. It is possible that many of their smallest
voids were eliminated in this way, which was not the case in either
Sutter et al.’s (2015) void catalogue or ours.

The normalization of the amplitudes of the density perturbations
used in their simulations also differs from ours (and that of Sutter
et al. 2015). While the density perturbations in the models we use are
normalized to have the same σ 8 at z = 0.0, those used in Pollina et al.
(2016) are normalized to have the same amplitude of perturbations
at z = zCMB, and, consequently, the amplitudes in their models

differ most at z = 0 (for an in-depth discussion on normalization
method, see Elahi et al. 2015). As we expect the amplitudes of
density perturbations to affect the growth of voids, it is reasonable
to expect that some of the deviations between CDE and �CDM
seen in Pollina et al. (2016), including the fact that the deviation
increases with decreasing redshift, could be due to the way the
simulations were normalized. The best way to test this would be
to derive the void volume distribution from models that have been
normalized differently.

6.2 Shapes

The remarkable similarity in the e versus p distributions across sim-
ulations indicates that changes in expansion history and dark matter
physics do not drastically alter the shape of the initial underdensi-
ties, which are the same across all simulations. This result suggests
that the overall shape of voids is barely affected by small changes
to expansion history due to a scalar field or additional drag terms
due to coupling within the dark sector but rather dominated by the
effect of gravity and the initial phases of the density perturbations.
However, we note that higher order shape statistics may carry more
noticeable imprints, which are not captured in our shape statistics.

Our results also indicate that the common assumption of spheric-
ity for voids is problematic. In each of the shape distributions, there
is a spread of ≈0.2 in the range of ellipticity and prolateness values,
with a peak in the distributions at e ≈ 0.10 and p ≈ −0.05. This
demonstrates that voids, when approximated by a regular ellipsoid,
match an ellipsoid shape more commonly than a spheroid shape
(e = 0, p = 0). Though the general deviation from a spheroid is not
huge, the commonly used spheroid assumption for stacked voids
still results in a loss of information, which may have implications
for experiments involving the Sachs–Wolfe effect or the Alcock–
Paczynski test. In particular, the spheroid assumption would be
problematic if the overall ellipsoid shapes are not randomly ori-
ented along different lines of sight, such that the deviations average
out. We suggest that a more accurate method of stacking should as-
sume that voids are ellipsoidal rather than spheroidal, drawn from
a distribution in e and p.

The ellipsoid average has implications for defining and analysing
void profiles. Void profiles are conventionally determined using an
effective void radius, which implicitly assumes that the void can be
approximated by a sphere. If most voids are ellipsoidal, then it may
be more informative to define effective ellipsoid axes in which to
calculate void density profiles, rather than use an effective radius
where density variation information is invariably lost. However, it
should be noted that a void density profile will still be a somewhat
crude measure of how density varies within highly irregular voids
(which many of our voids are), even if the profiles are calculated
with respect to effective ellipsoid axes. Profiles for such voids would
ideally take the shape of the void into account.

6.3 Densities

Out of the three void properties we have explored thus far, the
average void density distribution shows the most potential for use as
a probe of cosmology. Except for the similarity between φCDM and
CDE at z = 0.0, these distributions are all distinct from one another
across redshifts z = 0.0–1.0. In particular, at all three redshifts,
�CDM produces denser voids than the other cosmologies.

A possible cause of the distinct difference in average void den-
sities is the way dark energy is characterized in both φCDM and
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CDE compared to �CDM. In both the alternative models, the ac-
celerated expansion of the universe arises due to the presence of a
scalar field, whereas in the standard model, the cause is attributed
to the presence of dark energy that produces an outward pressure
on the universe. The inclusion of an additional scalar field affects
the expansion history of the universe, which, in turn, may affect
the speed at which matter evacuates out of voids. Under the Ratra–
Peebles potential used in our quintessence and coupled models,
matter appears to evacuate out of voids more quickly.

The differences present in the average void densities can also be
understood in terms of the non-linear power spectra in Fig. 1. Both
φCDM and CDE have more power at scales where the vast majority
of our voids are found (0.1 � k � 1) than �CDM. This is consistent
with denser void walls and thus emptier voids, found in both the
alternative models compared to the standard model.

The φCDM and CDE PDFs are distinct from each other at z = 0.6
and 1.0, indicating that the presence of coupling does affect the
speed of evacuation at some time during void evolution. Specifi-
cally, as the peak of the CDE PDF occurs at a higher density than
the peak of the φCDM PDF at z = 0.6 and 1.0, the presence of
coupling between the scalar field and dark matter appears to cause
voids to evacuate more slowly and contain more matter. This is
consistent with the additional drag force between particles, which
may be expected to slow down the evacuation of matter from voids.
However, despite the additional drag force, the CDE PDF still peaks
at a lower density than the �CDM PDF, indicating that voids in a
CDE cosmology are still, on average, emptier than the voids in a
�CDM cosmology. One possible explanation for this is that the ef-
fect of the scalar field (which is also present in our CDE model) in
emptying out voids is greater than the effect of coupling in slowing
down void evacuation. The lower density peak is offset by the effect
of coupling, but not enough to produce voids as dense as those in
�CDM, on average.

Interestingly, the difference in the distributions reduces to in-
significance at z = 0.0, as the two PDFs converge. There are two
possible explanations for this. The first is that the effect of coupling
naturally reduces with time, perhaps as the evacuation speed in the
CDE cosmology speeds up as fewer particles are left in voids, caus-
ing the average void densities in these two models to converge, and
ultimately leaving no evidence of coupling on the average empti-
ness of voids in the present-day universe. If true, this would be a
remarkable coincidence. The second explanation is that the evo-
lution of the void densities is influenced by the normalization of
the density field perturbation amplitudes (our simulations are all
normalized so that the mass variance, σ 8, at z = 0.0, is the same
for all of them). Indeed, this would not be surprising, given that
the normalization affects the evolution of the initial density field
perturbations (i.e. if we chose a different redshift for the normaliza-
tion, then the evolution of those amplitudes would look different).
If this effect is as significant as the effect of coupling between dark
matter and the scalar field, then it is possible that the differences we
see between the φCDM and CDE PDFs (and between the �CDM
and CDE PDFs) across all three of these redshifts are affected by
this normalization. Determining the significance of the time of nor-
malization would require extracting the average void density PDFs
from simulations normalized at different epochs, and checking for
differences in the evolution of the PDFs.

Fortunately, the differences between the �CDM PDF and the
φCDM PDF are unlikely to be affected by our normalization, since
the presence of the scalar field alters only the expansion history,
and not the evolution of the initial density perturbations. We can
therefore conclude that the scalar field, or the nature of dark energy,

imprints itself on to the average density of voids. In our specific
models, it produces emptier voids in the universe.

It is worth noting that the specific differences we see in the
density PDFs may be very model-dependent. For example, using a
different potential for the Lagrangians underpinning the φCDM and
the CDE models may result in different PDF profiles, compared to
�CDM. Furthermore, the choice of parameter values such as cou-
pling strength may affect the size of the differences between the
PDFs. For this reason, it is possible for certain realizations of alter-
native models to produce density PDFs that are very similar to that
of the standard �CDM. Conversely, any difference found between
the predicted �CDM PDF and the PDF derived from actual obser-
vations will not necessarily inform us of the specific cosmology of
the our Universe. In order for strong constraints on the cosmology
to be made, more studies into the particular dependence of the void
densities on the specific model and its parameter values must be
done.

Once we have predictions from a wide range of models, the
advantage of using the average void density PDF as a probe of cos-
mology is clear. Unlike the volume distributions, the differences be-
tween models in the average void density distributions occur across
the redshift range z = 0–1, which corresponds to a significantly
larger observational volume in which to search for signatures of
cosmology.

7 C O N C L U S I O N S

We studied the properties of voids in three different cosmological
models: the standard �CDM model, a quintessence model with
a time-varying scalar field and a CDE model featuring coupling
between a time-varying scalar field and dark matter. We have made
comparisons of void properties between these models in the redshift
range z = 0.0–1.0, with the goal of identifying the signatures left on
voids by the underlying dark sector physics within these models.

We ran numerical N-body simulations of each of the three cos-
mological models in boxes of length 500 h−1 Mpc, consisting of
5123 dark matter and baryonic particles each. Each simulation was
initialized to have the same density perturbation phases, enabling
voids between simulations/models to be matched and compared.
The primary difference between the simulations lay in the governing
cosmological model, which allowed direct comparisons of various
void properties to be made among the models and any differences
found to be attributed to differences in underlying cosmology. Us-
ing a Hessian-based void-finding algorithm without applying shape
or density requirements, we were able to find a variety of voids
in the CDM distributions of these simulations, many of which are
highly irregular and would not have been found via other methods.
We conducted analyses on the sizes, shapes and average densities
of these voids. For each of the three cosmological models, we de-
rived a PDF describing the void size distribution, a void ellipticity
and prolateness distribution, and a PDF describing the average void
density distribution.

We found that the CDE model is distinct from both �CDM
and φCDM in the distribution of void sizes at z = 0.0. The void
volume PDF predicted by the CDE model deviates from the standard
model (and the φCDM) prediction by ∼10 per cent for large voids, a
deviation that increases with void size. This deviation is not nearly as
significant at the higher redshifts, nor is it seen between the φCDM
and �CDM distributions across the three redshifts. This suggests
that it is the coupling between the scalar field and dark matter
that leaves a potentially observable imprint in the void abundance,
particularly of large voids and at very late times, while the presence
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of the scalar field leaves only a minimal imprint. We propose that
this signature may be attributed to the coupling, which introduces
an additional drag force between baryons and dark matter, and
causes thinning of void walls as matter evacuates more slowly from
voids, enabling a greater number of larger voids to form through
the merger of smaller voids (building on the original suggestion by
Sutter et al. 2015).

Additionally, we found that the distributions of void ellipticity
and prolateness were extremely similar across all three models in
the redshift range z = 0.0–1.0. Our cosmological models leave
no imprint on general void shape statistics, though it is possible
that higher order shape statistics carry significant imprints. This
indicates that the general void shape is dominated by gravity and
the initial phases of the density perturbations, and is insensitive to
small changes in dark sector physics. General void shape statistics
are therefore unlikely to be useful probes of cosmology, and more
complex shape statistics that quantify irregularity may be neces-
sary. Furthermore, we found that the distributions of ellipticity and
prolateness, calculated through the fitting of ellipsoids to the true
void shape, suggest that the most common ellipsoid that best fits the
shape of each void has an ellipticity of ≈0.10 and a prolateness of
≈−0.05. Our results show that most voids are not, in fact, best repre-
sented by spheroids, but rather, they are best represented by slightly
prolate ellipsoids. Furthermore, we found that the voids identified
by our Hessian-based method can be very irregular in shape. Ir-
regularity is most common amongst large voids, as they are likely
to have become so through the merger of smaller voids. These re-
sults have important implications for common practices where the
spherical void assumption is made (e.g. experiments involving void
stacking, defining density profiles for voids). The inherent flaw in
the assumption may significantly affect the results obtained through
such practices.

The differences in the distribution of average void densities
among the cosmologies may be the most promising signature of the
underlying cosmology found in this study. With the exception of
a great similarity between the average density PDFs in the φCDM
and CDE models at z = 0.0, all of the models predict distinctly
different distributions for average void density, across all three red-
shifts. These results may be attributed to both the presence of the
scalar field and its coupling to dark matter. CDE is seen to pro-
duce denser voids than φCDM, which suggests that the coupling
alone affects the rate of matter evacuation from the void. This may
be attributed to the additional drag term experienced by baryons
and dark matter, which would slow the movement of material out
of the void. The fact that �CDM still produces the densest voids,
on average, despite the effect of coupling in CDE suggests that the
effect of the scalar field in emptying voids is great enough to offset
the effect of coupling. It is possible that the normalization used in
our simulations affected the position of the peaks derived from the
φCDM and CDE simulations, and contributed to the strong simi-
larity between those PDFs at z = 0.0. Further studies involving the
use of different normalizations need to be conducted to shed light
on to this result.

It is worth noting that the results presented in this study are true
for specific realizations of quintessence and CDE cosmologies. It
is not enough to simply determine that alternative cosmological
models give rise to different void properties. As we have seen, dif-
ferent void properties may arise depending on the specific parameter
values. Properly probing the nature of the dark sector requires quan-
tifying how the strength of the coupling, or the specific changes in
expansion history, affects the properties of voids. How strong must
the coupling be to produce a deviation from the prediction of the

standard model? Is there a dependence of the size of the deviation
on the coupling strength? How different from �CDM predictions
must the Hubble parameter be for any imprint to be observable?
What form must the potential, V(φ), take in order to leave an im-
print? These questions are especially important for constraining the
vast range of possible models that are consistent with our Universe.
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